In this paper, we analyze the performance of a novel multiresolution joint source and channel coding (MR-JSCC) scheme for mobile radio channels with feedback. The transmitter and receiver can match the resolution of each other synchronously, according to the channel state information (CSI). Bandwidth requirement could be met by carefully adjusting the resolution thresholds. The threshold determination algorithm is outlined. Simulation results show that MR-JSCC scheme has much better performances than baseline-I (No UEP and No feedback) and baseline-I1 (UEP without feedback) at the same bandwidth and power.
INTRODUCTION
Today, transmission over mobile radio channel is still a great challenge due to the severe impairment caused by shadowing, Rayleigh fading, interference from other uses. In many cases, error correction codes are used to protect the source data eom channel errors. Traditionally, fixed-rate error correction coding is used which failed to exploit the time varying nature of the mobile radio channel. Recently, there are a number of adaptive channel coding schemes proposed which ,could adjust the level of redundancy according to the channel condition with the help of a feedback channel. Significant gains in terms of throughput and S N R are reported in the literatures [1,21. On the other hand, Shannon's separation principle [3] states that source coding and channel coding can be theoretically separated with no loss in performance for point-to-point communications assuming the use of that arbitrarily long block length source and channel codes and the availability of arbitrarily complicated resources. These two important conditions, however, are apparently not met in practical communication systems. In fact, many examples of joint source and channel coding (JSCC) have shown great performance gains or reduction in complexity [4] [5]. In particular, Cover [6] proved that optimal broadcast scenarios are multiresolution and many applications have emerged afterwards. The application of multiresolution joint source-channel coding (MRJSCC) to digital terrestrial broadcasting of high definition television (HDTV) [7] was shown to be efficient enough to replace the traditional single-resolution techniques and a stepwise graceful degradation was obtained. The uses of multiresolution framework for layered video delivery over multicarrier systems revealed substantial gains in deliverable bit rates over optimized TDM-based design [SI. The reconstructed image quality of multiresolution image transmission over time-varying channels attained on the order of 2 dB gains over single-resolution systems [9] . However, most of these MRJSCC schemes considered only the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel, which are time invariant. For mobile radio channel, the time varying nature warrant a different system design. Although MRJSCC has been extended to the Fbyleigh .fading channel recently in [9] , ,no feedback channel has been included in the model and therefore, the system does not effectively exploit the time'varying nature of the mobile radio channels.
In this paper, we propose a novel MRJSCC scheme for mobile radio channels with feedback (both shadowing and Rayleigh fading are considered). We have a multiresolution analog source for transmission. For the channel coding scheme, we adopt a novel channel-adaptive error correction system, namely the Adaptive Bit-Interleaved Coded Modulation (ABICM) [IO] which could support an arbitrary number of Unequal Error Protection (UEP) classes with independently controllable BERs for each class. The multiresolution source is jointly and adaptively coupled with the ABICM-UEP scheme according to the current channel state information (CSI). The instantaneous resolution is determined by the CSI together with the resolution thresholds. We investigate the system design issues, the algorithm to determine the resolution threshold as well as the system performance. For the sake of comparison, we considered two baseline systems, namely the baseline4 (No UEP and no feedback) and the baseline-I1 (UEP and no feedback). This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the system model, Based on this model, the MR-JSCC scheme is presented, in section 3; simulation results and discussion are given in section 4. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.
SYSTEM MODEL
The basic system model employed is illustrated in Figure   1 . [lo] , which consists of a variable rate convolutional encoder, a bit-by-bit interleaver, a variable throughput adaptive modulator and a channel state predictor. Information bits are convolutionally encoded and the coded bits are bit-interleaved and mapped onto the appropriate modulation symbol. Appropriate encoding modes and modulation constellations are determined symbol-by-symbol at the transmitter based on the feedback channel states. The ABICM scheme is matched with the MR source to provide UEP with adjustable number of classes, the BER level for each class and the throughputs. For a detailed description of the ABICM scheme, please refer to [lo].
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, is a long-term random process which is modeled by the log-normal distribution. The coherence time is of the order of seconds. Therefore, the long-term shadowing is handled by the multi-resolution source and channel encoder matching.
The ABICM is operated in constant BER control where the achieved average throughput is varied according to the shadowing component s(t) to maintain the target BER level for different UEP classes. The ABICM could provide nearly constant error protection as required over a wide range of shortterm average channel signal to noise (SNR) under Rayleigh fading as illustrated in figure 2. The resolution mode of the source is selected according to the current short-term average channel SNR, which raises the interesting question of how to optimally determine the thresholds for different resolution modes given certain bandwidth constraint. The core function box in the block diagram is the MR-JSCC optimization taking both advantages of MR and JSCC. The mobile radio channel is modeled as a superposition of a small-scale quasi-stationary random process (Rayleigh fading) and a large-scale random process (shadowing) [12] . The fading envelope can be represented as follows:
where s(t) represents the shadowing component and r(t) represents the short-term fading component. The short-term fading component, r(t), is a Rayleigh distributed stationary random process with coherence time given by: 1
where h is the wavelength and vd is the mobile velocity. For pedestrian to vehicular speed, the coherence time is of the order of milli-seconds. Hence, fast fading component is handled by the ABICM adaptive coding mechanism. The shadowing
PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The end-to-end distortion of the MR-JSCC system is related to source MR levels (quantization noise) and ABICM MR modes, which could be expressed as follows: According to our system model, the total end to end distortion could be represented by
Where X is the data vector we want to transmit, C is the encoded codebook vector, C* is the decoded codebook vector.
The last team at the right side of the equation may be extended to yield
E[(x-c)(c-c.)fl = E[XCf] -E[XC!] -E[CC']+E[CC:]
For a given partition{ &; i=l,. . .,N},
P,(X) = JXCR, f W x (4)
Wherefix) is the (joint) pdf of the vector X, and the integration above is understood to be a multiple integral over the kdimensional space. The conditional probability is given by Then the various joint probability density functions could be calculated as follows: whenever the quantization are optimally performed.
As the wireless channel is always fluctuating due to fading, the aflocation of the bits in the source and the channel coding, therefore, should adapt to it. When the channel condition is good, more bits should be allocated to the source, which can now afford high level of resolution, and fewer bits are spent for error protection. Otherwise, more bits should be used for error protection to guarantee acceptable BER, so the resolution level of the source has to be reduced. A fairly good criterion [4] of bit allocation between source and channel coding is such that D*' = DCh,
We assume the error protection is strong enough that single bit error is the most likely to happen. Let denote the average BER for the n4h bit, then Dchf can be further simplified as below:
% c s )
is the average bit error sensitivity for the ma bit.
We adopt the intuitive rule (also adopted in [4] ) that the contribution of all the bits &er error protection to the average overall noise caused by the transmission mors should be equal. Moreover, the error protection provided by the channel code is required to match to the error sensitivity of the so ce bits for Best the efficient use of the limited channel bandwdth. "r, protection is given to those bits which are the most sensitive to channel errors. Thus an effective unequal error protection is achieved by letting the error protection profile be such that Aftfr combining equation (1 5 ) and (1 8), the bit error protection for every bit of VQ indexes of each MR level could be obtained. When the channel state is bad, we pick low resolution mode which means fewer information bits fiom the source and more redundancy bits for protection. Therefore, the overall throughput is low. As the channel condition gets better, higher resolution mode is selected, resulting in more information bits from the source and less redundancy bits for protection. Hence, a higher throughput is achieved. In the proposed MR:JSCC system, we have MI resolution levels. Resolution m is chosen if the short-term average SNR, s(t)E [c,,,-,, (, , , I where e, , , is the resolution thresholds.
Determination of Resolution Thresholds
The resolution thresholds are critical to the performance of the MR-JSCC system. In this section, we propose an algorithm to obtain the thresholds. The thresholds should be set with a constant bandwidth constraint given by:
Where, n,+l is the number of information bits [resolution mode The algorithm of the threshold determination is outlined as follows.
Step 1. given the appropriate value of Nc,
Step 2. find out 5, by equation( 19) ;
Step 3. calculate the rest of thresholds C2, 43, tr in the same way. N, could be adjusted to accommodate more resolution modes.
If some of the thresholds are out of range, the value of Fig 3 shows the end-to-end distortion after applying the ~ MR-JSCC scheme to the Guassian source and mobile radio channel. The average throughput of MR-JSCC is increasing with the increase of the long-term average SNR as expected (Fig 4) . We have achieved nearly constant bandwidth by carehlly adjusting the thresholds according to the threshold determination algorithm, which is illustrated in Fig 5. To illustrate the significance of MR-JSCC system with feedback, we consider two reference systems at the same bandwidth for comparison. They are namely the Baseline-I and Baseline-I1 systems. Baseline-I consists of a single resolution source, a channel encodQ without UEP and mobile radio channel without feedback. Baseline41 consists of a single resolution source, a channel encoder with UEP but without feedback channel. As we can see clearly fiom the figure, MR-JSCC has achieved substantial gains in distortion comparing to the two reference systems. This illustrates the benefit of employing a multi-resolution approach with feedback channel. At low SNR, the overall distortion is dominated by the channel error for the two baseline systems. At high SNR, the overall distortion is dominated by the quantization noise for the two baseline systems. For the proposed MR-JSCC system with feedback, the system is able to adjust the optimal resolution according to the variation of SNR. Therefore, a balance between channel errors and quantization noise is always achieved, resulting in a better distortion performance compared with the baseline systems average EslNO (de) Figure 3 : The end-torend distortion versus average channel SNR curves for MR-JSCC and two reference respectively.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION
We have proposed a multiresolution joint source and channel coding (MR-JSCC) for mobile radio channels with feedback. The transmitter and the receiver selected the resolution mode synchronously according to the average channel SNR and the thresholds for different resolution modes could be adjusted to meet the bddwidth requirement. Simulation results show that MR-JSCC performs better than two reference systems (no feedback with or without UEP). Future work would be applying this scheme to image transmission, which is currently under way. . , . , . , . , . , . 
